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EMBEDDINGS OF HARISH-CHANDRA MODULES,

n-HOMOLOGY AND THE COMPOSITION SERIES PROBLEM:

THE CASE OF REAL RANK ONE

BY

DAVID H. COLLINGWOOD

Abstract. Let G be a connected semisimple matrix group of real rank one. Fix a

minimal parabolic subgroup P = MAN and form the (normalized) principal series

representations Ip(U). In the case of regular infinitesimal character, we explicitly

determine (in terms of Langlands' classification) all irreducible submodules and

quotients of Ip(U). As a corollary, all embeddings of an irreducible Harish-Chandra

module into principal series are computed. The number of such embeddings is

always less than or equal to three. These computations are equivalent to the

determination of zero n-homology.

1. Introduction. Let G be a connected semisimple matrix group of real rank one.

Fix an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN and a minimal parabolic subgroup

P = MAN. Let (a, U) be an irreducible MA-module. By right translation, the group

G acts on the space of smooth functions/: G -» U satisfying the transformation law:

f(Pg) = \°(P) ® eP(p)]f(g)< P G P, g G G and p = half-sum of positive restricted

roots (counting multiplicities) determined by P. Let indcP(U) denote the Hilbert

space completion relative to (/, |/2) = fk( f 1(^)1 fi(k)) dk. We define

(1.1) Ip(U) = AT-finite vectors in ind£(U).

The Ip(U) are Harish-Chandra modules with infinitesimal character (cf. §2) and we

refer to these as principal series representations.

In view of Casselman's subrepresentation theorem [1], every irreducible Harish-

Chandra module for G may be realized as a submodule of some principal series

representation. This leads us to the following problems:

Composition Series Problem. Study the Jordan-Holder series for IB(U).

Embedding Problem. Study the embeddings of irreducible Harish-Chandra mod-

ules into principal series.

In our setting, the composition series problem has been solved, on the level of the

Grothendieck group, cf. [6-8 and 18]. (We use the notation & to denote the

Grothendieck group of virtual characters [17, (0.3.16)].) This solution relies upon D.
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566 D. H. COLLINGWOOD

Vogan's algorithm for computing characters [13] and the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjec-

tures, in the case of regular integral infinitesimal character [15]. In this paper, we

undertake a closer investigation of the composition factors for Ip(U). In the case of

regular infinitesimal character, we explicitly determine (in terms of Langlands'

classification) all irreducible submodules and quotients of IB(U). We shall refer to

this as the//«e structure of the composition series for Ip(U). Our main result is

(1.2) Theorem. Let IB(U) be a reducible principal series representation, with

regular infinitesimal character. The fine structure of the composition series is de-

termined by (4.1)-(4.4). In particular, either Ip(U) decomposes according to Schmid 's

character identity [10] or IB(U) has a unique irreducible submodule, a unique irreduc-

ible quotient and all intermediary subquotients have trivial extensions with one another.

The proof of (1.2) is broken into the four standard real rank one cases; cf. §3. Our

procedure involves a careful analysis of the T-invariant (which codifies the result of

" tensoring an irreducible to the wall") and the ^invariant (which places T-invariant

restrictions on any irreducible submodule of a "standard representation").

Let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G, with regular infinitesimal

character. As a corollary to (1.2), we can easily compute the inducing data U, for

which V '-* Ip(U); see §5. According to Casselman's Frobenius reciprocity formula

[1]:

(1.3) Hom(a K)(V, IGP(U)) = WomMA(HQ(xi,V),U ® e*),

where H0(n, V) = V/nV is a finite dimensional MA -module, the zero n-homology of

V. By our regularity assumption, H0(n,V) is a semisimple M^-module [3, (6.6)].

Thus, computing the embeddings of V is equivalent to explicit determination of

H0(n, V), as an MA-module. In §5, we give the embedding lattice for G, which

among other things, indicates the number of embeddings of V into principal series.

As an interesting consequence, this number is always less than or equal to three.

(The case of a unique embedding was addressed in [2].)

The results in this paper have several consequences concerning the asymptotic

behavior of matrix coefficients, only one of which we mention here. Let us assume

that Ip(U) satisfies U = W ® e", v positive on a. D. Milicic [9] has shown that

Ip(U) contains a unique irreducible quotient, having asymptotic behavior which is

strictly worse than that of any other subquotient of Ip(U). This suggests the

possibility of filtering a Jordan-Holder series for Ip(U), using asymptotic growth.

Such a filtration is possible when G = Spin(«, 1), SU(n, 1). However, our computa-

tions in SP(n, 1) and F4 illustrate: there exists Ip(U) containing a unique nontem-

pered irreducible quotient, a unique nontempered irreducible submodule and a

discrete series subquotient. Consequently, there does not exist (an obvious) asymp-

totic filtration on the Jordan-Holder series, in general.

As a final note, we remark on the case when Ip(U) is reducible and has singular

infinitesimal character. Using "translation functors to the walls"—as is fully de-

scribed in [17, (8.7)]—the problem of computing the composition factors of Ip(U) is

reduced to computations in the case of regular infinitesimal character; the main
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difficulty involves careful "bookkeeping". These remarks, (3.1) and T-invariant

computations, show that Ip(U) has at most two composition factors. (This computa-

tion is left to the reader). In the case of length two, the fine structure is either

immediate from (2.7) (in the case when U = W ® e", Re v ¥= 0), or a direct sum (in

the case when Ip(U) belongs to the unitary principal series).

Acknowledgements. The approach and results of this paper are a by-product of

the authors discussions with David Vogan, concerning the fine structure of composi-

tion series for SP(2,1). The computation of composition factors for FA is due to H.

Kraljevic and W. Silva [8]. The author also wishes to thank the referee for

suggestions on improving the exposition and clarity of the paper.

2. Preliminaries. Throughout this paper, G will denote a connected semisimple

matrix group of real rank one. In view of the classification of real forms, G is finitely

covered by one of the following groups:

SL(2, R); Spin(«, 1) (n > 3); SU(«, 1) (n > 2); SP(n, 1) (n > 2);

* ' ' FA = analytic group corresponding to the real  form X4i_20).

Fix a maximal compact subgroup K çz G, which arises as the fixed point set of an

involutive automorphism 6 of G. Fix an Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN, a

maximally split f?-stable Cartan subgroup H = TA (T = K n H) and a minimal

parabolic subgroup P = MAN. The real Lie algebras of G, K, A, N, etc. are denoted

by g0, f 0, a0, n0, etc., respectively. Dropping the subscript "0" indicates complexifi-

cation. Equip g0 with a nondegenerate bilinear form ( | ), which is Ad( G )-invariant.

If g0 = f0 © ê0 is the Cartan decomposition of g0 corresponding to 6, then we

further assume that ( | ) restricted to §0 (resp. f0) is positive (resp. negative) definite.

We use the notation ( | ) to denote the restriction of (1) to any 0-stable subspace of

0O, as well as the transported form on the complexified dual.

If 0O + §o(2« + 1,1) (n > 1), then rank G = rank K. In this case, G contains a

compact Cartan subgroup B, with Lie algebra b0. If g0 = &o(2n + 1,1) (n > 1),

then G has one conjugacy class of Cartan subgroups.

By a Harish-Chandra module for G, we shall mean a module V over the universal

enveloping algebra 11(0), together with an action of K, such that:

(a) The representation of K is an algebraic direct sum of irreducible finite

dimensional continuous representations, each isomorphism class occurring with

finite multiplicity.

(b) The representation of f, as a subalgebra of 0, coincides with the differential of

the K-aciion.

(c) Khas finite length as a U(0)-module.

According to a result of Casselman-Prischepionok [1], any Harish-Chandra

module V for G globalizes to G. That is, there exists a finite length admissible

representation it of G on a Hilbert space Vm, such that V may be identified with the

K- fini te vectors in V„. (This globalization procedure is highly noncanonical.)

Fix an abstract Cartan subalgebra ba çz q. Denote by $a the roots of ba in g, and

let rV($a) = Weyl group of the root system $a. We now recall the Harish-Chandra
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parametrization of infinitesimal characters [3]: Let 3(0) = center of 11(0). Using

the Harish-Chandra isomorphism, every algebra homomorphism x: 3(0) ~* C, such

that x(l) = 1, is of the form

XY:3(0) -» C,

for some y cz b*. For our purposes, a precise definition of xy is unnecessary. We

need only recall

Xy = Xy' ** Y   and   y' lie in the same W7^)-orbit.

Every irreducible Harish-Chandra module has an infinitesimal character, as does

any principal series representation. We say xy is regular (resp. integral) if (y\a) ¥= 0

for all a cz $a (resp. 2(y\a)/(a\a) cz Z for all a cz $J.

Fix a 0-stable Cartan subgroup

Ha = TaAa   (HanK= Ta andAa = exp(baß n 80))

and let y be a regular element of h*. We define

(2.2)    $+(y) = (a cz Oa: Re(y|a) > 0, orRe(y|a) = 0andlm(y|a) > 0};

which is a system of positive roots for $a, having simple roots denoted by A+(y). If

MaAa is the Langlands decomposition of the centralizer of Aa in G, then Ta becomes

a Cartan subgroup of Ma, leading to the root system $(ta).

Having specified an Iwasawa decomposition 0 = i©nffin, we obtain a system

of positive restricted roots 2+. Choose a compatible positive root system $+ (here,

ha = b in the above discussion):

ae$ + ,        o|a # 0 => a\a cz 2 + .

We obtain $+(t) = $ + n $(t); recall, roots in $(t) may be identified with those

elements of $ vanishing on a.

(2.3) In the event G contains a compact Cartan subgroup B, we fix a positive

system of roots in b*, denoted ¥.

We conclude this section by recalling Langlands ' classification, as formulated in

[13, (4.2)].
(2.4) Definition. Fix a 0-stable Cartan subgroup Ha = TaAa. A regular character

of Ha is an ordered pair (T, y), having the following properties:

(a) r is a character of Ha;

(b)y cz b* is «^-regular;

(c) dT = y + 8m - 28m n f, where 8m is the obvious half-sum of positive roots;

(d) if Ha = H, then Re(y|a|a) > 0, for a cz E+.

Let p denote the half-sum of positive roots in $+. We denote by 77a the collection

of all regular characters of Ha and set

(2-5) //a,p=((r,y)e/7a:xT = XP}.

We will abuse notation and write y cz Ha; cf. (3.3). If y cz B, then according to

Harish-Chandra, y corresponds to a discrete series representation %(y). If y cz H,

then T determines an irreducible finite dimensional representation of the compact

group M, call it W . Further, e" = exp(y|a) is a character of A. Recall (1.1) and put

(2.6) Uy=Wy®e",       7,(y) = /Pc(t/T).
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The representations ir (y), attached to Ha, are called standard representations. These

are Harish-Chandra modules with infinitesimal character xY-

(2.7) Theorem (Harish - Chandra, Langlands, Milicic [13, §4]). A standard

representation ir(y) contains a unique irreducible quotient, to be denoted ïr(y). Every

irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G, with regular infinitesimal character, is

isomorphic to some ïr(y).

(2.8) Remark. In this paper, we have adopted the "quotient viewpoint" in

Langlands' classification. This allows the most direct application of results in [7, 8

and 11].

3. The algorithm. Our goal is to compute the fine structure of the composition

series for the principal series representations. In this section, the problem is reduced

to the case of trivial infinitesimal character. In this setting, we describe an algorithm

for computing the fine structure of the composition series; cf. [2, §7]. Along the way,

we recall the notion of the T-invariant, the Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures and intro-

duce the ^invariant of a standard representation.

(3.1) Theorem. // IP(U) is a reducible principal series representation for G, then

Ip(U) has integral infinitesimal character.

Proof. For the classical groups, see [6, 7 and 18]. The case of F4 proceeds as for

SP (n, I); relying upon the major result in [12].   Q.E.D.

In case G is covered by SL(2, R), the results of this paper are very well known; e.g.

see [17,1.3.3]. We now make

(3.2) Assumption. For the remainder of this paper, G is assumed to be one of the

following groups: Spin(«,l), (n > 3); SU(n,l), (n ^ 2); S?(n,I), (n > 2) or FA.

(3.3) Remark. This assumption is no loss of generality, since any group of the

type considered in §2 will be covered by a group of the type in (3.2). As a further

consequence of (3.2), M is connected [5]. This permits an infinitesimal parametriza-

tion of Ha.

Let F be a Harish-Chandra module for G with infinitesimal character xv, y cz b*a-

Write Aa for the lattice of b „-weights of finite dimensional representations of G.

Given p cz Aa, let F^ be the irreducible finite dimensional representation of G of

extremal weight p. Let px, p2 cz Aa and define the translation functors by

ry+4\(v)=py+,2(F^^py+lli(v)).

Here, for tj cz i)a,

pr)(X) = [xcz X: for some« > 0, and all Z cz 3(g), (z - Xî|(Z))"x = o).

Further, suppose that y is regular for <í>a, obtaining $+(y) and A+(y) as in §2. If

a cz A+(y), put Xa = fundamental weight dual to a. Set c = 2(y\a)/(a\a) and

observe that y - cXa is $+(y)-dominant and (A+(y)\ {a})-regular. Put

(3.4) ^ = ^-cX0   and   *„ = *pA«.

In view of (3.2), this always makes sense.
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Now, suppose that V is an irreducible Harish-Chandra module. We know [19]:

<¡>a¡Pa(V) = 0 if and only if tya(V) = 0. This leads to the T-invariant of V:

r(V)={acz^(y):^a(V) = 0).

D. Vogan has carried out an extensive investigation of T(7f(y)), y cz Ha. We recall

two consequences of this work.

(3.5) Theorem (Vogan [13; 12, (3.2)]). Fix a(y), y cz Ha. Define translation

functors and T-invariants relative to $+(y) and A+(y). Then r(îf(y)) consists of those

a cz A+(y) which satisfy either:

(a) a is a real root, or

(b) a is a complex root and da S A+(y ), or

(c) a is compact imaginary.

(3.6) Theorem (Vogan [2, (7.5); 17, (8.2.7)]). We define translation functors and

T-invariants relative to ty, recall (2.3). Fix a standard representation ir(y),yczH, and

let <py be the restriction of the dual of an inner automorphism of g, mapping b into b,

such that 4>y(^) = $+(y)- Let a = <py(a) be a simple complex root in $(y), with the

property that 0a Í 4>+(y ). Then a is not in the T-invariant of any irreducible submodule

ofir(y).

Using the notation of (3.6), we define the ̂ -invariant of 77(y), y cz H, by

(3.7) yW7))={ae*:^(a)6A + (y),

<t>y(a) is complex and 6<py(a) £ $ + (y)j.

Suppose y cz Ha and y is integral. Define the length of ïr(y), y cz h*, by

(3.8) l(îr(y)) = \\{a cz <K + (y): 0a « <D + (y)}| + ^dim aafi - C0,

where C0 equals one half the dimension of the split part of a fundamental Cartan

subgroup of G. According to [16, (12.1)], l(ïr(y)) is an integer. Observe, if w(y) is

finite dimensional (resp. a discrete series), then l(ñ(y)) = jdimG/K - C0

(resp. l(W(y)) = 0).

Fix an irreducible Harish-Chandra module with regular integral infinitesimal

character xr Assume a £ t(V), then there exists a chain complex [14]

C*:0- K-*a*a(K)-> K^O,

with the property that V occurs as the unique irreducible submodule and quotient of

<t>a\pa(V). If Ua(V) is the cohomology of the complex C*, then D. Vogan [15] has

shown

(Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures): In the case of regular integral

(3.9) infinitesimal character,   Ua(V) is  a  completely reducible

Harish-Chandra module for G.

We need several ramifications of (3.9), the first of which is

(3.10) Theorem (Vogan [14, (7.2); 13, (3.18)]). Ifif(y') and ñ(y) are distinct and

y, y' are regular integral, then

Extx(îf(y), îf(y')) = Extx(if(y'), W(y)) * 0,

only if l(ïr(y)) * l(m(y')) (mod2) (here, Ext is in the (q, K)-category).
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(3.11) Fine structure notation. Determining the fine structure of ir(y) is taken to

mean the following: Determine all irreducible submodules and quotients of 7r(y),

and the extensions between all remaining irreducible subquotients. In order to easily

state such results, we adopt certain "diagrammatic conventions". Let 7r(y) = Xx +

X,+ ■ • • + X„ in 9.

(a) TTtri«

means that Xx (resp. X2) is the unique irreducible quotient (resp. submodule) of

7r(y)andExt1(Ar1, X2) * 0;

(b) 7T(r) »

means that Xx is the unique irreducible quotient of ir(y), X3 © X2 is a submodule of

77(y)and Ext'i*,, X,) * 0, i = 2,3;

(c) 7rm =

means that Xx (resp. X¿) is the unique irreducible quotient (resp. submodule) of 7r(y)

andExt^A",, X2) * 0, i = 1,3;

(d) rnr) --

x<

*2      ©      *3

means that X, (resp. X4) is the unique irreducible quotient (resp. submodule) of

77(y),  Ext'(*,-, Xj) *0, r = 1,4 and / = 2,3, and  X-, © A"3  is a submodule of

t(y)/*4;

(e) 7r(7); x2 ® x3

means that A', (resp. X5) is the unique irreducible quotient (resp. submodule) of

7r(y), ExtL( X¡, Xj) * 0 for / = 1,5 and y = 2,3,4, and AT, © X} © A4 is a submodule

of*r(Y)/AV
(3.12) Reduction to the case of trivial infinitesimal character. Using the translation

principle [17, (8.2.1)] and (3.1), computing the fine structure of 7r(y) is reduced to

the case xy = Xp-
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The algorithm. We now describe our procedure for computing the fine structure of

7r(y), in the case xy = XP- Recall the explicit parametrizations of the standard

representations: If G = Spin(2« + 1,1), define y0, ef)*, 1 <Kn + 1, through

( n

y0, = (n-i + I)ex + E (« + 2- k)ek+    E   (n - k + I)ek;
A=2 A=/+l

here, we let {ex,e2,...,en} be the standard orthonormal basis of b* and use the

classical reahzation of 3>, as in [4]. In all other cases, define y,y e b* and y■ cz b* as

in [11], using the dictionary

y,J = 8pll     as in [11, §14],

1 '   ' Y, = «(...)-    as in [11, §11],

where ( • ■ ■ ) = A, B, C or F, according to the classification of ^.

(3.14) Theorem [11, 18]. (i) If G = Spin(2« + 1,1), then Hp = {y0/: 1 < / < n +

1} U {w0y0„+1}, where Uq = the long element of W(G, H) = NG(H)/H.

(ii) In all other cases, Hp = {v/y: (i, j) is given by (3.13)} and Bp = {y,: i is given by

(3.13)}.

Now, fix G of the type in (3.2). Our problem is to compute the fine structure of

ir(y), y cz Hp.

Step 1. In the case of G = Spin(2« + 1,1) and ir(y0,„+i), we nave t^Yo./i+i) =

^(Yo,„+i) = ^("oYo,„+i); cf. [18].
Step 2. Decompose ir(y) in $; this may be found among [2, 6-8 and 18]. We

point out, that in the cases of SP(rc,l) and F4, this decomposition is based upon

David Vogan's algorithm for computing characters [13] and the Kazhdan-Lusztig

conjectures (3.9).

Step 3. If fl-(y) has length two, then the fine structure is of type (3.11)(a), where

7r(y) is the unique irreducible quotient of ir(y ); this uses (2.7).

Step 4. If 7r(y) corresponds to a character identity, then 7r(y) decomposes as in

(3.11)(b), where if(y) = Xx is the unique irreducible quotient and X2, X3 are both

discrete series representations; this depends upon a well-known (unpublished) result

of Wilfried Schmid [10].

Step 5. Suppose ir(y) has length > 3 and at most one composition factor is a

discrete series. Further, assume we are not in the case of 7r(y02) or ^Yt») f°r ^t-

Using (3.5)—(3.8), one explicitly computes the length and T-invariant of all composi-

tion factors and y(ir(yy). We refer the reader to [2, §7 and 7] for a flavor of such

computations. By (2.7), 7r(y) is the unique irreducible quotient of ir(y) and our

^invariant calculation will force a unique irreducible submodule. Finally, length

considerations—in conjunction with (3.10)—show that all remaining subquotients

have trivial extensions with one another; these are cases of the type in (3.11)(c)-(e).

Step 6. Consider the case of 7r(y02) and 7r(y03) for F4. In this situation, the

^invariant does not immediately force a unique irreducible submodule. An addi-

tional "tensoring to the wall" argument must be employed; cf. [17, (8.2.7)].
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4. The fine structures. Fix G as in (3.2) and recall the parametrizations of (3.14).

Fix a regular integral infinitesimal character x> which leads us, in the obvious

manner, to 7ríy(x), ñ/y(x) and "i(x)- Applying the algorithm of §3, we obtain the

following results; the verification of which are left to the reader.

(4.1) Theorem, (i) If G = Spin(2n + 1,1), then %(x) has fine structure:

U< ¡ <n)

7T0i(X.

7T0¡+,(X) .   ^o.n-MW * ^o.n+l'X'-

(ii) If G = Spin(2n, 1), then ir0i(x) has fine structure:

H < ¡<n-0

= AX)

7Toj+4(X)
7T0,n<X) =

7T0(X) T|(X)

(4.2) Theorem. If G = SU(«, 1), then

(i)forO </<«-!,

»Lb-I«»   =

^¡.n-i'X)

7T,(X) ^(X>

(ii)/or 0 < i < n - 2,1 <y < « — i — 1 ana i +j < n — 1,

TTU(X)

tf |,(X>

7Ti+1)j(X)   « hrlijH(X)

™"l+U + 4,X>

(iii)/or 0 < ; < w - 2,1 < / < n - i - I and i + j = n - I,

iru(X)

Tf ¡j (X)

7T¡+1  :(X)    <B     7T¡.i+((X)'i.j+r
7T¡+4(X)

(4.3) Theorem. 7/G = SP(«, 1), then

(i)forO </<«-!,

Wi,2n-i(X1,
7rii2n_j(X)

T"¡(X>   © Kh<x>
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(ii) for 0 < / < n - 2,

lr\,Zn-\-t{Xi'

1r\,2n-\-^X)

^.ín-lIX)   ©    ^IH^n-MlX)

^i+lIX)

(iii)

7rn-1,n(X)-
■""nH.nlX)

""nH.n+^X)

(iv)

Tn-2,n(X):

7rn_2,n(X)

^n-Z.n + l'X»     ©   KnH.n'X)  ehr„(X)

TnH.nH'X)

(V)

■"■n-2,n-<(X):

Tn-2,n-l(X)

7Tn-2,n(X)

^nfX)

Aow, assume that 0 < j < n — 3, / + 1 < / < 2« - í - 2 and set k = i + j.

(vi) //A: is odd and 0 < ; < [(â: - l)/2] - 1, or if k is even andO < i < (A:/2) ~ 2-

7T¡ j(X)

7T¡j(X)

7ri+4j(X) © ^j.j-n'X)

^¡-H.j+lIX)

(vii) ifk is odd and i = (k - l)/2, ?/ien

TT.jfX)

7T¡ ¡(X)

TT,ij+,(X)

^¡+2,¡ + 2<X>

(via) ifk is even and i = (k/2) - 1, then

ir„<x>-

TTjj(X)

7ri + 2j+1(X) © TTii¡+4(X) 7Tj+<ij(X)

*|-M.H-4<X>
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(4.4) Theorem. If G = F4, then

7T0,(X)

■»-OiiX)

■n-0Z(X)

7T3'X»

7T02(X)'

7T02(X)

7r03(X) © TTj (X)

7T<7<X)

7T03(X) =

7T03(X)

7T04(X)|©|7r<7(X)

7f46(X)

7T04(X)

7T04(X)

^Oö'X)      ©     7r44<X»     ©      ^e'X)

7T<5(X)

7T05(X) =

*WX)
7T45!X)

7T4(X)

7T16(X) =

ir<6(X)

7r<7(X) ©   7T26(X)

7T2(X)

7TM(X)'

7f<4(X)

7f24(X)©  7f,5(X)

TT25(X)

7T,5(X)

7r45(X)

tt46(X)    ©    tt25(x)   ©     irK (X)

7T26(X)

7T47(X) =
TT<7(X)

7r2(X)U tt3<X)
TT24( X)

TT24 1 X )

7T25(X)

7T25(X)
7T25(X]

7T26(X)
7T26(X)

7T26(X)

TT^X)  © TT2(X)

5. The embedding lattices. Given a standard representation w(y) = Ip(Uy) (recall

(2.6)), then either 7r(y) is irreducible, or 7r(y) has the fine structure of its composi-

tion series determined by (4.1)-(4.4). Now, suppose the principal series representa-

tion Ip (W ® e") has regular infinitesimal character and Re(j'la) > 0 for all a cz 2+,

then its fine structure is also known; since W ® e" = Uy, for some y. By taking

contragredients and using the fact G has real rank one, we obtain

(5.1) Fine structures. The fine structure of the composition series of any principal

series representation, with regular infinitesimal character, is known.

(a) If Ip(W ® e") has nonintegral infinitesimal character, then Ip(W ® e") is

irreducible; recall (3.1).

(b) If I$(W ® <?") satisfies Re(v\a) > 0 for all a cz 2+, then the fine structure

follows from (4.1)-(4.4).

(c) If Ip (W ® e") satisfies Re(v\a) < 0 for all a e 2+, then the fine structure is

an " upside down version" of the fine structure for some 7r( y ); where y may be taken

to correspond to co0(i/ ), w0 = long element of W(G, H).
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(d) If I$(W® e") satisifes Re(v\a) = 0 for some a cz 2, then I^(W ® e") is

irreducible. (Note: this can only occur in the case where there is no real $ root, i.e.

when G = Spin(2« + 1,1).)

Using the observations in (5.1)(a)-(d), it is an easy matter to compute the

" number of embeddings" of a given irreducible, into principal series. To be precise,

let V be an irreducible Harish-Chandra module for G. An embedding of V into

principal series is taken to mean an (equivalence class of an) irreducible MA -module

W ® e", which has the property V <-» Ip (W ® e"). With this terminology, (5.1) leads

us to

(5.2) Computation of embeddings. Fix an irreducible Harish-Chandra module Kfor

G, with regular infinitesimal character x- If X is nonintegral, then (3.1) and (1.3)

show that V is an irreducible principal series representation; hence, has precisely two

embeddings into principal series. Suppose x is integral and put V = ñ(y). All

embeddings of V into principal series are computed as follows:

(a) If F is a discrete series representation, the embeddings correspond to those

standard representations ir(y'), y' cz H, such that V «-» 7r(y').

(b) If V is not a discrete series representation, we always have an embedding

V ̂  Ijl(w0(Uy)); with Uy as in (2.6) and w0 as in (5.1).

(c) Determine those standard representations ir(y'), y' cz H (if any), having the

property V •-* ir(y').

(5.3) The embedding lattices. For each G of the type in (3.2), we list all elements of

&p= {ñ(y):xy = XP},

conforming to the parametrizations given in §3 and sympathetic to the decreasing

filtration given by length (3.8). We enclose îr(y) inside a circle (resp. square,

octagon) as 7f(y) has precisely one (resp. two, three) embeddings into principal

series.
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